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                We find the best job for you!

                You are only 3 clicks away from your new job!

                01 | What type of employment are you aiming for?
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                Promoter/in (M/W/D)

				DFC DIALOG GmbH

				Du bist extrovertiert, kommunikativ und möchtest dich für etwas Gutes und Sinnvolles einsetzen? Dann werde Promoter / Dialoger (m/w/d)!

Gemeinsam im Team mit 2-4 Kolleg*innen bist du für die  ...

					 85 days ago
	 09.01.2024
	 Berlin
	 Student job
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                Fundraiser/in (M/W/D)

				talk2move Fundraising GmbH

				Sichere dir 720-1200€ pro Woche bei DEINEM Einsatz für renommierte  NGOs. ...

					 442 days ago
	 06.03.2024
	 Hamburg
	 Student job
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                Promoter/in (M/W/D)

				DFC DIALOG GmbH

				Du bist extrovertiert, kommunikativ und möchtest dich für etwas Gutes und Sinnvolles einsetzen? Dann werde Promoter / Dialoger (m/w/d)!

Gemeinsam im Team mit 2-4 Kolleg*innen bist du für die  ...

					 85 days ago
	 09.01.2024
	 Hamburg
	 Student job

              
				
            

		
    



		    




    
        
            
                Why RecSpec?

                
                RecSpec sets the benchmark amongst traditional recruitment companies for innovative  business practises. With our unique PrePaid-Modell, only actual submitted applications are charged for, with that our name stands for success-orientated billing, performance and   measurable recruiting with full cost controll.

				Due to our well established nationwide network and connections, we can find adequate skilled personal in trying times of labour shortage.

				Advertise with us for any occupation and contract type and benefit with our expertise and our performance assurance.

				Your benefits are:

					Billed only for received applications
	No fixed contract duration thus full budget controll
	Risk minimization and cost reduction through customized recruitment
	Increased efficiency and measurable outcome
	Far reaching traffic partners in terms of multi-channel-postings
	Nationwide Advertisung for any occupation or cotract type
	Free intership advertising possible
	Userfriendly user-interface, dashboards and employment tools


				What are you still waiting for?

				Secure your recruitment package now and start advertising! A modern Recruitment platform, paired with an innovative payment model, client and user friendly functions, strong performing partners and competant colleagues are awaiting you!
				
            

			
               See for yourself how unbeatable our  terms and permance are!

			

			
				Do you have any more questions or require any further information about our offer?

				Then use our contactform or contact us via telephone +49 221 / 6200 9646 for an nonbinding and individual consultation. We look forward to hearing from you!
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                For the Employee
                
                Are you looking for a new job or are just interested for  a lucrative parttime job? Are you a scholar or a student and are looking for means to earn an extra income and maybe utilize  the holidays with a job? Are you looking for an interesting internship, an attractive minijob or and exiting holidayjob or are looking into a career change/start a career and gain first work experience?

				No matter what job you are looking for, with us you could find close to any possibilities the jobmarket hast o offer.

				Have a look in our work guide  and profit from extensive information, tipps and tricks- we’ll prepare you for your job and the current working environment!

                	Anschreiben
	Das Telefoninterview
	Lebenslauf
	Das Vorstellungsgespräch
	5 Tipps für das Homeoffice

                
            

        

    





    
        
            
                Application Guide
                
                How can I be sure  my future employer will read and deal with my application? Does my CV meet the current standards? Is my appliaction chronological, stringent and properly structured? Could I convince potential companies with my cover letter?

				For you not to indulge onerself with all these questions, we offer helpful tipps and information concerning the application topic.

				You will find helpul input, what really maters and guidance in our useful  guide and increase your chance to aquire your dream job!

                	Erstellung einer Anzeige
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	For Employers

	
			Register
	Career Bible
	About Us
	Partners Network
	Packages And Prices
	Contact


	




	For Candidates

	
			Register
	Job Bible


	




	Job Categories

	
			Promotion
	Cleaning
	Marketing / Communication
	Administration
	Sale / Retail


	




	Countries

	
			Rheinland-Pfalz
	Berlin
	Brandenburg
	Lower Saxony
	Bremen


	


        

        

        
            Find us on social media
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